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ABSTRACT
Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where the users can be social, informational or
both. In certain cases, users generate tweets that have no "hashtags" or "@mentions";
we call it an orphaned tweet. The user will be more interested to find more "context"
of an orphaned tweet presumably to engage with his/her friend on that topic. Finding
context for an Orphaned tweet manually is challenging because of larger social graph of
a user , the enormous volume of tweets generated per second, topic diversity, and limited
information from tweet length of 140 characters. To help the user to get the context
of an orphaned tweet, this thesis aims at building a hashtag recommendation system
called TweetSense, to suggest hashtags as a context or metadata for the orphaned tweets.
This in turn would increase user’s social engagement and impact Twitter to maintain its
monthly active online users in its social network. In contrast to other existing systems,
this hashtag recommendation system recommends personalized hashtags by exploiting
the social signals of users in Twitter. The novelty with this system is that it emphasizes
on selecting the suitable candidate set of hashtags from the related tweets of user’s social
graph (timeline).The system then rank them based on the combination of features scores
computed from their tweet and user related features. It is evaluated based on its ability
to predict suitable hashtags for a random sample of tweets whose existing hashtags are
deliberately removed for evaluation. I present a detailed internal empirical evaluation of
TweetSense, as well as an external evaluation in comparison with current state of the art
method.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where the users can be social, informational or both.
Twitter is more than the sum of its 200 million tweets; it’s also a massive consumer of
the web itself. People use Twitter for breaking news and content discovery, according
to Deutsche’s charts [1] . In other words, it has grown beyond the status updates that
twitter initially envisaged. As for the motivations of users to actively participate in the
Twitter network, Java et. al. [42] identified the following intentions of users such as
daily chatter, conversations, information sharing and news reporting.
Figure 1.1: Example Tweet Where the User Comments About Orphaned Tweets
As it is important to know why people use Twitter, it is also worth to understand
why people quit Twitter. Many twitter users have commented on how noisy Twitter is
Figure 1.1 : That once you follow more than about fifty or so users, your feed becomes
unmanageable [18]. If you follow hundreds, it’s simply impossible to extract value from
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your stream in any structured or consistent fashion. On average, the user’s feed gets a few
hundred new tweets every ten minutes. It is hard to make sense out of that unassisted.
Also users do not seem to be able to find the breaking news and interesting content they
want, or even if they think they can, information overload prevents them from getting
to it.
As stated by the reporter John McDuling from a article in quartz, Twitter is aware
of these issues. The company has described the hashtags and @mentions [11] are used
to provide additional context for arcane tweets. Initially, at its launch in March 2006,
Twitter did not have hashtags [23] and its users invented these peculiar conventions.
Hashtags, words or phrases prefixed with a pound sign #, is the primary way in which
Twitter users organize the information they tweet and use it as a metadata tag for the
tweet. The #hashtag usage has been evolving since 2007 [3]. Both @mentions and hash-
tags provide enough contexts for a tweet. Users tend to use different hashtags to refer to
same context in their tweets. But the problem is not completely resolved as not all users
in twitter use hashtags with their tweets. Based on the data crawled by Eva et. al [60],
49,696,615 tweets out of a total of 386,917,626 crawled tweets contain hashtags, which are
approximately 12.84% of all tweets. Also the data that I crawled for my experiment in
year 2014 that includes 7,945,253 tweets had 76.30% tweets without hashtags and 23.70%
with hashtags. This relatively low percentage already signifies that hashtags are not well-
adapted by Twitter users. In regards to hashtags, 87.16% of all tweets do not feature any
information about the category or content.
1.1 Motivation
Twitter had 241 million monthly active users at the end of 2013, compared with 1.2
billion for Facebook and 200 million for Instagram [11]. Twitter is also growing more
slowly than its peers. Cowen & Co predicts that Twitter will reach only 270 million
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monthly active users by the end of 2014, and that the network will be overtaken by
Instagram, which Cowen expects to have 288 million monthly active users by then [11].
This significantly low active user from 2013 to 2014 clearly says there are unhappy users
in Twitter. The possible reason could be due to noise in Twitter. There are several reasons
for noise in Twitter, like the user may omit the hashtags which posting a tweet, user may
use incorrect hashtags and user may use many hashtags to get more audience in which
some of the hashtags used as a side remarks might not have real context. Some of the
articles like the Washington post [19] also emphasize this by saying "90% of a typical
twitter feed is basically a waste of everyone’s time". There are three different problems
exist as stated in the reason for Twitter noise such as Missing hashtag problem, Incorrect
hashtag problem and Multiple hashtag usage. In the missing hashtag problem, the user
may not use hashtag and this would lead to having fewer contexts in the tweets and the
tweet browsers will be subjected to context-less updates. In the case of incorrect hashtag
problem, user adds irrelevant hashtags to the topic of the tweet to get global reach. This
leads to the scenario of showing irrelevant tweets to the users who are doing content
discovery using Twitter search. In the case of multiple hashtag usage, usually the newbies
use hashtag spamming to get global reach. Even Twitter emphasized not to over-tag the
hashtags as best practices. In this thesis, I will be focusing on the missing hashtag problem
as hashtag are supposed to provide additional context in this scenario. The importance of
having a hashtag in a tweet is to provide context or metadata for arcane tweets, organize
information in the tweets, find latest trends and get more audience. Also, several other
articles and user comments mentioned in Figure 1.1 states there is a need for a system to
reduce noise by providing additional context. This thesis details the efforts on building
a hashtag rectification system for Twitter using its social graph to enhance active user
engagement. By being present and active on Twitter, it is possible to create a customized,
interactive, information stream with updates from experts in different field, peers and
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colleagues across various disciplines, news agencies, and numerous other sources. There
is an expectation on Twitter that those who post are interested and available to interact
with you; therefore, it is an excellent forum for engaging in continued dialogue about
important and timely issues. Twitter’s utility grows as one’s network grows; and one’s
network grows the more they interact with others. This in turn would also impact twitter
to maintain its monthly active online users in its social network. Further, TweetSense
can also be used to reduce noise in Twitter in terms of rectifying hashtags. The impact
on solving this problem would be it helps the users to identify the context, help resolve
named entity problem, aggregate tweets from users who doesn’t use hashtag for opinion
mining and do sentiment evaluation on topics.
Figure 1.2: Example Orphaned Tweet
1.2 Problem Statement
The research problem is derived from a scenario when a person who he/she is fol-
lowing in Twitter generate context-less tweets; we call it an Orphan tweet, which have
no "hashtags" or "@mentions". Figure 1.2 shows an example of an Orphan tweet. Some
of the other examples of Orphan and Non-Orphan tweets from Twitter are listed in Fig-
ure 1.3 . If a person wants to "engage" with his/her friend on a topic, presumably he/she
will be more interested to find out the context of the Orphan tweet. But getting the con-
text for an Orphan tweet manually is challenging given that the average length of a single
4
Figure 1.3: Orphan and Non-Orphan Tweets
post is about 14 words or 78 characters [33], which may not provide sufficient informa-
tion compared with other types of social media [31]. It also has the constraints with
enormous amount of tweets tweeted per day and user’s larger social graph. As a hashtag
acts as a metadata tag for a tweet, we will assume that the context of a tweet means a
hashtag. So, building a system that can make better recommendation of hashtags to a
tweet would help find the context of a tweet. Existing hashtag recommendation systems
[60], [59], [30], [34] are mostly focused on improving twitter search capabilities.
1.3 Proposed Approach
In response to the shortcomings of the current methods as discussed in the previous
section, in solving the noise in Twitter streams to help increase the social engagement
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and interaction between users in Twitter, in this thesis I propose the system called Tweet-
Sense (derived from the context of making sense out of tweets), a hashtag rectification
system for tweet browsers in Twitter. My high level idea of rectifying hashtags might
look similar to the existing hashtag recommendation system proposed by Eva et. al.
[60] which recommend hashtags based on text similarity, recency and global trendiness
of the related tweets from the global twitter space. However, TweetSense works for tweet
browsers rather for tweet originators. Tweet originator is users who post tweets and tweet
browsers are the users who look for additional context and information in tweets. Tweet-
Sense does not force users to use the hashtags at the time of origin rather recommend a
list of hashtags for the users who look for context. Also, the realization of the baseline
system’s idea is less effective due to two main challenges: (i) consider the global twitter
space on choosing the candidate tweets for computation rather optimally looking at the
social graph of a particular user. (ii) Ignoring the social signals like @mentions, favorites,
etc., and tie strength of the users in the social network while recommending the hashtag.
Further the desirable speed-accuracy tradeoffs are different in rectification system vs rec-
ommendation system. Compared to the system proposed by Eva et.al., my system need
more time than the recommender system as TweetSense need to compute the compute
the feature vectors for all the tweet hashtags in the candidate set, and your system finds
the probability that each of the hashtags are the correct hashtag for the query tweet). But
the computation can be made faster for each user as the social features remains constant
for most of the candidate set of tweets and it varies temporally and based on new friends
and followers.The main contribution of TweetSense is to effectively address these two
major challenges listed before and rectifying the noise present in the tweets.
Instead, looking into the global twitter data, I came up with a generative model for my
system that captures the most relevant data from a user’s social graph to rectify hashtags.
I define the generative model for my system as when a user uses a hashtag to define the
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context for his/her tweet, it is most likely that the user might reuse the hashtags that
he/she sees from his timeline. This includes the user’s previous tweets along with the
tweets created by his friends he/she follows. The user is most likely to use the hashtags,
which are temporally close enough. User is also more likely to reuse the tweets from the
users whose tweet are favorite, retweeted and @mentioned.
In TweetSense, I try to learn a statistical model that captures the social signals of
a user along with a set of tweet content related features to predict the hashtags. The
set of social signals are determined to compute the tie strength [55] between the users.
The social signals that I used for modeling are the number of mutual friends shared by
a user, number of mutual followers shared by a user and closeness of a user based on
reciprocal following. I also use the temporally based social signals like number of mutual
hashtags used by a user at a particular time frame, number of retweets and tweet favorites
that were made back and forth by the user and number of conversations the user has
with his friends in a specific time window. The set of tweet related features that I use in
my system are the similarity between the tweet text, recency of the tweet to find which
are temporally close enough and the trendiness of the hashtag with in the user’s social
graph.I implemented and evaluated the TweetSense by accessing the Twitter Streaming
API "Sprintzer" (which allows crawling upto 1% of all public tweets).
TweetSense is a useful tool for all users in twitter social network to find additional
context in terms of hashtags for the orphaned tweets to get engage in conversation with
his/her friends and exploit the complete usability of the twitter ecosystem. It also helps
to reduce the noise in Twitter by rectifying the incorrect, irrelevant hashtags created by
users. I present a detailed internal empirical evaluation of TweetSense in several exper-
iments designed by me; as well do an external evaluation in comparison to the current
state of art method [9]. My evaluation is done on a random set of tweets whose existing
hashtags are deliberately removed and considered as a ground truth for evaluation.
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1.4 Organization of Thesis
In Chapter 2, I give an overview of related work. In Chapter 3, I describe the basic al-
gorithm/workflow of my system, list of features that I considered for my system, reason
to choose the features. In Chapter 4, I show my ranking methods on how the features are
computed for a input qyery tweet without hashtag. In Chapter 5, I describe how I com-
bine the feature scores using a logistic regression model.I then discuss the experimental
setup in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents my evaluation, and various results that validate
my hypotheses. I conclude with an overview in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
Although recommendation of hashtags for online resource has been a popular re-
search area since the spread of web 2.0 paradigms, Traditional recommendation systems
are more focused on enhancing the search capabilities and quality.Apart from informa-
tion retrieval challenges, some of the existing model [24] is more focused on enhancing
opinion mining and text classification. The difference between tag recommender systems
and traditional recommender systems is that traditional recommender systems are based
on two dimensions: users and items based on which recommendations are computed.
Tag recommender systems add another dimension, namely tag. The recommendation
of tags of online resources like images, bookmarks or bibliographic entries is directly re-
lated to my approach. Such approaches can be based on the co-occurrence of tags, like
e.g. in [48, 50]. The notion of co- occurrence of tags describes the fact that two tags are
used to tag the same photo. Therefore, only partly tagged photos can be subject to tag
recommendations. Based on these relatively simple approaches, the paper by Rae et al.
[53] proposes a method for Flickr tag recommendations, which takes different contexts
into account. However, the task of recommending traditional tags differs considerably
from recommending hashtags. My recommendation is solely based on the tweet and its
related features in Twitter whereas in traditional tag recommender systems, much more
data is taken into consideration for the computation of tag recommendations. As Twitter
is a dynamic platform where new hashtags keep evolving around trending topics, the rec-
ommendations have to consider this dynamic nature of Twitter. The recommendation
of Twitter hashtags can benefit from various other fields of research. These areas are tag-
ging of online resources, traditional recommender systems, social network analysis and
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Twitter analysis. As for the recommendation of items within Twitter or based on Twit-
ter data, there have been numerous approaches dealing with these matters. Hannon et
al. [36] propose a recommender system, which provides users with recommendations
for users who might be interesting to follow. Chen et al. present an approach aiming
at recommending interesting URLs to users [27]. The work by Phelan, McCarthy and
Smyth [52] is concerned with the recommendation of news to users.
Kwak et al. [45] did a thorough analysis of the Twitter universe focusing on in-
formation diffusion within the network. There have been numerous papers throughout
the last years addressing the social aspects of Twitter and social online networks in gen-
eral. Huberman et al. [39] found that the Twitter network basically consists of two
networks: one dense network consisting of all followers and followees and one sparse
network consisting of the actual friends of users. Huberman defines a friend of a user
as another Twitter user with whom the user exchanged at least two directed messages.
Boyd et. al. [22] contains an analysis of the retweet messages and Honey et. al. [38]
is concerned with how Twitter might be suitable for collaboration by exchanging direct
messages. Evandro Cunha et. al. [28] present a first description of gender distinctions in
the usage of Twitter hashtags. Men and women use language in different ways, according
to the expected behavior patterns associated with their status in the communities.
Some of the recommendation system that share similarity with my approach in a
higher level idea of recommending hashtags for tweets includes [21], [26], [32], [46]
and [56]. Mesharay et. al [21] system discusses taking history tweets in his/her mother
language and predicting interests after he has moved to his/her new location. TeRec [26]
extend the online ranking technique and propose a temporal recommender system. Wei
Feng [32] developed a statistical model for Personalized Hashtag Recommendation con-
sidering rich auxiliary information like URLs, locations, social relation, temporal char-
acteristics of hashtag adoption, etc. Monky we et. al [46] propose a novel hashtag
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recommendation method based on collaborative filtering and the method recommends
hashtags found in the previous month’s data. They consider both user preferences and
tweet content in selecting hashtags to be recommended.
The current state of art system that I am referring as a baseline for my system is pro-
posed by Eva et. al. [60] who present an approach for the recommendation of hashtags
suitable for the message the user currently enters which aims at creating a more homo-
geneous set of hashtags. Most of the recommendation system listed above focuses more
on the relevance, creditability and co-occurrences. To the best of my knowledge, rec-
ommending hashtags as a context for a context-less tweet by using the user’s history and
social signals has not been attempted. Recommending hashtags based on tweet similarity
and recency was attempted by Eva et. al [60] but they haven’t considered the approach
on utilizing the user’s background information into account. I expect my hashtags are
recommended based on the tweet related and user related features such as similarity, re-
cency, mutual friends, followers, common hashtags and conversations. Further I base my
recommendation process on the hypothesis that users tend to reuse hashtags they already
made use of, an analysis of the hashtags previously used by the user and a subsequent
incorporation of these hashtags in my recommendation process. I use the recommended
hashtags to rectify the tweets with missing hashtags. Though in a higher level my pro-
posed approach might look like a hashtag recommendation system which focuses on
Twitter originators, my system focus more on twitter browsers who look for additional
context of orphaned tweets. To be more specific, my system is a rectification system
for missing hashtags problem rather a recommendation system as the existing state-of-art
system.
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Chapter 3
HASHTAG RECTIFICATION PROBLEM
The research problem that I am focusing on is, when a user gives a tweet without a hashtag
along with the information about the user who posted the tweet as an input to my system,
it should be able to recommend a most likely hashtag as a context for that input query
tweet. At a higher level, I modeled my research problem as a hashtag rectification system
which recommends hashtags as a context for the input tweets. To set up the model,
the first step is to track down K most promising hashtags from the dataset, which are
basically the ones that have the probability of P(h|u) over a threshold where h=hashtag
and u=user. The candidate dataset is derived from the generative model of my system as
shown in Figure 3.1 by tacing down the user’s timeline.When I mention Twitter user’s
timeline in the description of my generative model, it is a long stream showing all tweets
from those you have chosen to follow on Twitter as defined in Twitter documentation
[6].The newest updates are at the top .
In the current state-of-art [60], tweets without hashtags are not considered for the
computation of hashtag recommendation. But in my system I make use of all tweets
from the user’s timeline. I use the tweets without hashtags to compute user’s social signals
to determine the most influential user for the user who posted the orphan tweet.And I
use the tweets with hashtags to determine the hashtags into which the user made tweets
around a particular time window similairty with their tweet text and globally trending
hashtags.
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Figure 3.1: Choosing Dataset and Tracing Down K Most Promising Hashtag
3.1 Basic Algorithm
In Figure 3.2 the algorithm and workflow underlying the computation of hashtag rec-
ommendations is depicted. My algorithm accepts two parameters as inputs, the query
tweet and the user Ux who tweeted the query tweet. After the given initialization steps,
tweets from the user Ux timeline is collected. This is realized by indexing the tweets
in prior to executing the algorithm. In order to compute the ranking of the hashtag, I
extract the important attributes present in the tweets. The attributes such as hashtags,
tweet text, temporal information, social signals such as @mentions, favorites, retweets,
mutual friends, mutual followers and mutual hashtags. To combine all the scores, I learn
the weights for each variable through a statistical model based on their tweet and ground
truth hashtag pair. I then use the model to predict the top K hashtags and rank the hash-
tags based on the confidence of their prediction probabilities. The final lists of ranked
hashtags are presented to the user as the context for the orphan tweets.
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Figure 3.2: TweetSense Architecture (Modified Source:Wikipedia)
3.2 List of Features
I categorize the list of features that will be used by TweetSense into Tweet content
related and User related features. All the list of features are briefly explained in the fol-
lowing sections.
3.2.1 Tweet Content Related Features
Tweet Text
Tweets are the basic atomic building block of all things Twitter. Users tweet are also
known more generically as "status updates." Tweets can be embedded, replied to, favor-
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ited, unfavorited, deleted etc., as stated by Twitter documentation [16]. The maximum
length of such a message is 140 characters. Figure 3.3 shows an example tweet tweeted by
Jack Dorsey.
Figure 3.3: Example Tweet
Temporal Information
When a tweet is posted by a user it holds the information about the time the tweet
was created. The created at time is in UTC(Coordinated Universal Time) time format. It
holds the information about the time in terms of hours, minutes and seconds along with
the details of date, month, year and day. An example created at time format obtained
from the Twitter API looks as follows "created_at":"Wed Aug 27 13:08:45 +0000 2008"
Trends
Trending topics are those topics being discussed more than others. As Twitter explains
trending topics, "Twitter Trends are automatically generated by an algorithm that at-
tempts to identify topics that are being talked about more right now than they were
previously. The Trends list is designed to help people discover the most breaking news
from across the world, in real-time. The Trends list captures the hottest emerging topics,
not just what’s most popular. [15]
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3.2.2 User Related Features
Retweet
Figure 3.4: Example ReTweet
A Retweet is a re-posting of someone else’s Tweet. Twitter’s Retweet feature helps you
and others quickly share that Tweet with all of your followers. Sometimes people type
RT at the beginning of a Tweet to indicate that they are re-posting someone else’s content.
This isn’t an official Twitter command or feature, but signifies that they are quoting
another user’s Tweet. According to the recent modification in Twitter, Retweets look
like normal Tweets with the author’s name and username next to it, but are distinguished
by the Retweet icon and the name of the user who retweeted the Tweet. You can see
Retweets your followers have retweeted in your home timeline. Retweets, like regular
Tweets, will not show up from people you’ve blocked [15]. Boyd et. al. [22] inspected
the retweeting behavior of users in Twitter. They state that users make use of retweets as
a form of both information diffusion and also the participation in a diffuse conversation.
As such, users retweet in order to engage with others about certain topics. The authors
found that retweeting users fall into two categories: preservers and adapters. Preservers
are users who retweet messages without editing the original message whereas adapters
edit a message before retweeting it. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a retweet
Favorite
A ’Favorite’ on Twitter refers to topics or subjects that users are most interested in. Every
user in social media websites is unique and this is why it’s important for the social media
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sites to identify their particular interests. Favorites, represented by a small star icon next
to a Tweet, are most commonly used when users like a Tweet. Favoriting a Tweet can
let the original poster know that you liked their Tweet, or you can save the Tweet for
later. [7]. Favorites are described as indicators that a tweet is well liked or popular among
online users. When you mark tweets as Favorites, you can easily find useful and relevant
information that you can refer back to in the future. You can further share these to
friends and other online contacts. [20]
@ Replies and Mentions
Every time your username is tagged on Twitter with the @ symbol (and assuming you
haven’t blocked the user), it works its way to your mentions folder (which is located
under the Connect tab on Twitter.com). A reply is a response in the form of a post to
another user, usually to answer a question or in reaction to an idea that has been posted.
To reply, the user type in the ’@’ sign followed by the username, i.e. @username and
then follow with your message. Because @replies are different than simple mentions,
people (and organizations) can have conversations with one another without cluttering
the home feed of those who are only interested in one of the two accounts. [5]. Figure 3.5
is an example of replies.
Figure 3.5: Example of Replies
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Mentions used to be known as ’replies’ in earlier days of Twitter, this referred to
tweets that started with a @username [12]. A mention is not necessarily a direct re-
sponse to another user and is mostly applied as an FYI(For Your Information). It is
placed anywhere in the body of the tweet, not at the beginning, i.e. It’s a great day today
@username. [13].If a given @username is included in a tweet anywhere else but at the
very start, Twitter interprets this differently as a mention instead of a reply. Put literally
anything ahead of the @ symbol on a tweet and it isn’t a reply. Figure 3.6 is an example
of @mentions.
Figure 3.6: Example of Atmentions
Hashtags
Twitter is the birthplace of modern hashtag usage as such, its hashtags are more versatile
than other sites. The # symbol, called a hashtag, is used to mark keywords or topics
in a Tweet. It was created organically by Twitter users as a way to categorize messages
[9]. People use the hashtag symbol # before a relevant keyword or phrase (no spaces) in
their Tweet to categorize those Tweets and help them show more easily in Twitter Search.
Clicking on a hashtagged word in any message shows you all other Tweets marked with
that keyword. Hashtags can occur anywhere in the Tweet at the beginning, middle, or
end. Hashtagged words that become very popular are often Trending Topics. Figure 3.7
shows an example tweet tweeted by Chris Messina who proposed the usage of Hashtag
in Twitter.
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Figure 3.7: Example Hashtag Tweet
Beyond simply organizing your tweets, Twitter hashtags can help us craft your voice
while joining in a larger discussion. We can use multiple hashtags in one tweet, but don’t
go overboard [10]. Many major brands now have Twitter accounts, and some choose
to create hashtags to promote specific events or campaigns. A tweet that contains only
hashtags is not only confusing it’s boring. If your tweet simply reads, "#happy," your
followers will have no idea what you’re talking about. Similarly, if you tweet, "#Break-
ingBad is #awesome," you’re not really adding much to the conversation.
Following
Following someone on Twitter means subscribing to their Tweets as a follower. Their
updates will appear in your Home tab. That person is able to send you direct messages.
Twitter works quite differently from social networks: when you accept friend requests
on other social networks like Facebook, it usually means you appear in that person’s
network and they appear in yours. Following on Twitter is different because following
is not mutual. Aggressive following is defined as indiscriminately following hundreds
of accounts just to garner attention. However, following a few users if their accounts
seem interesting is normal and is not considered aggressive. Aggressive follow churn is
when an account repeatedly follows and then un-follows a large number of users. This
may be done to get lots of people to notice them, to circumvent a Twitter limit, or to
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change their follower-to-following ratio. These behaviors negatively impact the Twitter
experience for other users, are common spam tactics, and may lead to account suspension
[8]. In twitter every user can follow 2000 people total. Once you’ve followed 2000 users,
there are limits to the number of additional users you can follow: this limit is different
for every user and is based on your ratio of followers to following.
Followers
Twitter allows people to opt-in to (or opt-out of) receiving a person’s updates with-
out requiring a mutual relationship. People follow other users on Twitter to read updates
that are interesting to them.According to the findings of [58], the motivation of users
to follow a certain user is a shared topic interest between the follower and the followee.
Additionally, the authors state that a followee following back a follower is also based on
the fact that both users share the same interests. And 72.4% of all users follow back more
than 80% of all of their followers (evaluated on a data set of 1,021,039 tweets posted by the
top-1000 Singapore-based Twitter users). The authors showed that there is a homophily
between followers and followees. The concept of homophily basically implies that peo-
ple tend to be part of social networks in which the other members are similar to the user,
e.g. in regards to attitudes, behavior, interests, education, sex, gender or race [51]. Ad-
ditionally, Java et. el [42] identified three categories of Twitter users in regards to their
following behavior: information sources, friends and information seekers. Information
seekers are users who follow a large number of users, however only tweet rarely. A very
similar categorization has also been observed in [44], where information sources are
named broadcasters and friends are called acquaintances. However, as a third category,
the authors add miscreants (evangelists) which are users who follow and contact a very
high number of users aiming at getting attention and new followers.
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Friends
Based on the categorization and definition by [42], friends are users who have a relatively
similar number of followers and followees as they mainly are connected in reciprocal
relationships. Our relationships can be measured by the attention we accord to people.
We do so by interacting with them whether by making phone calls, meeting them for
coffee, writing on their Facebook wall or in the case of Twitter, sending either direct or
indirect replies. Interactions define the social relationship [39].
3.3 Feature Selection and Reasoning
The tweet text feature is considered to build the language model. The tweet text is
used to compare the similarity of query tweet Qt with the related set of tweets, which
has the hashtags. Even though the text of the tweet is limited to 140 characters, the simi-
larity measure helps to some extent. As the dataset captured from the user holds different
languages which are also featured within the top-12 languages used on Twitter [60].The
languages include English, Japanese, Spanish, Portuguese, Korean, French, Russian, In-
donesian, Dutch, Turkish, Italian and German TweetSense considers only the English
language to build the language model.
The temporal information of the tweet is used to find the tweets that are posted in
a particular time window. This also helps to filter the hashtags, which are old and used
less frequently. The hashtag, which is recently posted, is most likely to be the K most
promising hashtags.
Trendiness helps to determine the hashtags that are frequently used by the users in
his/her social network. This captures the insights of emerging topic in a user’s time-
line. Other than tweet related features, Twitter also emits social signals with in a social
network of a user in terms of Retweets, Favorites, @replies and mentions and common
usage of hashtags. And these set of features are categorized as user related features.
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Retweets or Favorites provide the information on agreement and interest towards a
particular user or topic. This is considered a social signal between users in a social net-
work. Similarly, @replies and mentions provides the information on social interactions
within Twitter. A user makes attention to another user through @replies and mentions.
The number of people a user actually communicates with eventually stops increasing
while the number of followees can continue to grow indefinitely [39]. The user may
also share common hashtags with people who they are following. This indicates the
likelihood between two users in terms of topic interests.
Other set of user related features include Following and Followers features are helpful
to find the mutual friends and mutual followees to determine the most influential friend
of a user. The HP’s research [39] presents evidence to reciprocated attention. On av-
erage, 90 percent of a user’s friends reciprocate attention by being friends of the user as
well. Twitter users have a very small number of friends compared to the number of fol-
lowers and followees they declare. This implies the existence of two different networks:
a very dense one made up of followers and followees, and a sparser and simpler network
of actual friends. The latter proves to be a more influential network in driving Twitter
usage since users with many actual friends tend to post more updates than users with few
actual friends. On the other hand, users with many followers or followees post updates
more infrequently than those with few followers or followees.
A link between any two people does not necessarily imply an interaction between
them. In the case of Twitter, most of the links declared within Twitter were meaningless
from an interaction point of view. The Twitter interaction is not only based on the
personal direct interaction but also influenced by the content shared by their followers.
Therefore it cannot be counted as "meaningless from an interaction point of view". By
combining the tweet content related and user related features that I discussed above, I will
be able to predict the top K hashtags for a input query tweet.
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Chapter 4
RANKING METHODS
In this chapter, I disucss the ranking methods of my system. For each canididate tweet in
the tweet set of a input query tweet Qt , I find a set of features based on its content and
the user who posted the tweet. Based on these features,I use different ranking methods
to compute the score for hashtags.The tweet content related feature includes tweet text,
hashtag popularity and temporal information of the tweet. And the user related feature
includes mutual friends, mutual followers and social signals like @mentions, favorites
and co-occurrence of hashtags. I then combine all features scores to compute the rank
for the candidate hashtag set to recommend the K most promising hashtag for a given
query. Each candidate tweet in the set will have its own representation of feature scores,
which are computed w.r.t to the features of an input query tweet. I describe the ranking
methodologies in detail in the following sections.
4.1 Tweet Content Related Feature Scores
Similarity Score
This ranking method is based on the similarity between the tweet text of input query
tweet Qi and the entries contained in the set of tweets T j with hashtag belonging to the
social graph of the user who posted the query tweet Qi . I assume the entries T j that
contain similar text contents will have more likelihood towards Qi . So, this ranking
method gives more weights to the hashtag belonging to the entries of T j that have more
word similarity to Qi .
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Before I choose the predominant function to compute similarity measure, I do initial
preprocessing on the query tweet to extract the required information. As an initial step of
the process, I only consider the tweets of English language and ignore query tweets of dif-
ferent languages. Considering the language style used in Twitter, stemming of words was
not applied in this pre-processing step but I apply stop word removal using the nl t k [14]
data. I also ignore the special characters and emoticons in the preprocessing step. Fur-
ther, URLs and HTTP links are also ignored. After the final step of pre-processing the
pre-processed input query is used to measure the similarity between the tweets. In Tweet-
Sense, I choose to use Cosine similarity on TF-IDF weighted vectors [43] to compute the
similarity measure. Compared to other similarity measures such as Cosine similarity on
BM25 Okapi weighted vectors [49, 54] , Dice coefficient [29], Jaccard coefficient [41]
and Levenshtein distance [47], Cosine similarity on TF-IDF weighted vectors was found
to perform well as stated by Eva et. al. based on experiments. [2].
idf (T j ) = l o g
N
n(T j )
tf-idf (Qi ,T j ) = t f (Qi ,T j ).i d f (T j )
~Qi .~T j =
 ~Qi~T j cosΘ
cosΘ=
~Qi .~T j ~Qi~T j
(4.1)
In this case of searching for the best matching entry for a certain input query tweet,cosine
similarity is computed between the query tweet and each and every tweet in the candi-
date tweet set. Let N be the candidate tweet set with hashtags and ni be the number
of tweets that contain keyword ki of the query tweet. Fq(i , j ) is the raw frequency of
ki within tweet T j . TF-IDF scores are computed to find Cosine Similarity between the
Query tweet Qi and candidate tweet T j . The definition of Cosine Similarity is shown in
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4.1. The final score computed based on the equation 4.1, that lies in the range of 0 to 1 is
assigned to each Tweet and Hashtag pairs <Ti , H j>. If more than one hashtag exist for a
tweet, each one of the Tweet and Hashtag pair <Ti , H j> will receive the same similarity
score as they are unique identity pairs.
Recency Score
Temporal feature of a hashtag is one of the most important features in ranking hash-
tags. Based on this ranking method, the hashtag that is temporally close enough to the
query tweet is most likely to be used by a user. Especially in the case of dynamic mi-
croblogging platforms like twitter, the trending topics that keep evolving are based on
how often a hashtag is recently used. In this ranking method, hashtags that are tempo-
rally closer to the query tweet gets higher ranking. I determine the time window of a
Tweet, Hashtag pair <Ti , H j> by its "created at" timestamp C (Ti ). I adapt the exponen-
tial decay function to compute the recency rank of a hashtag. I use the following equation
to compute the recency rank:
e
C (TQ )−C (Ti )
60×10k (4.2)
Where k range from 0 to n, default k = 3
In the above equation, C (TQ) represents the created at timestamp of the query and
C (Ti ) represents the created at timestamp of the candidate tweet. The time difference is
converted to a representation of total seconds and divided by 60,000 seconds to compute
the recency rank for a specify time window of 17hrs approx. In the above equation, k is
used to set the time window w.r.t to the query tweet. Based on a small experiment on
varying the sensitivity of the time window to 1 minute, 10 minutes, 2hours, 17hours and
170hours w.r.t to a query tweet whose ground truth hashtag is already known. The re-
sults are more promising when the time window is set to 17hours. Currently my system
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default for k is 3, which is 17 hours. I then multiply value obtained from the exponen-
tial decay function to 104 as the values of the scores are so small interms of fractions.
To make sure the final scores lie between lower bound 0 to upper bound 1, I do max
normalization. I use max value to make sure the numbers are comparable to inputs.
Social Trend Score
The social trend rank computes the popularity of hashtags within the candidate hash-
tag set H j of a particular query tweet Qi and it varies for each Qi . As the candidate
hashtag set H j is derived from the timeline of the user Ux who posted the query tweet
Qi , it is intuitive that the hashtag with high frequency is popular in the user’s Ux social
network. This can also be considered as tailored trending topics for a particular user. So-
cial Trend rank is computed based on the"One person, One vote" approach. It is used to
get the count of the frequently used hashtag in H j . Only few hashtag are found to have
high frequency based on its frequent usage. In this ranking method, the hashtag with
high frequency is most likely a popular hashtag and will receive a higher ranking. To
make sure to have the upper bound to 1 and lower bound to 0, I do max normalization
as I did for the previous ranking method.
4.2 User Related Feature Scores
Attention Score
The attention rank captures the recent conversation between two users based on their
@mentions and replies. This ranking method ranks the friends based on the recent con-
versations. If a particular user was @mentioned in recent times, it is more likely that they
share topic of common interests. This also means they might use similar hashtags. Here
the @mentions and replies acts as a social signal emitted between the users. This also
helps to determine the tie-strength between the users. I compute user’s attention rank
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by a weighted average sum on the conversations between two users. Let C (Ti ) be the set
of all tweets of user i and C (T j ) be the set of all tweets of user j . And, C (Ti , j ) be the
set of all tweets which has @mentions and replies of i with j . C (T j ,i ) be the set of all
tweets which has @mentions and replies of j with i .Where j is the user who belongs to
the list of friends of i . I compute the weighted average of @mention and replies between
the users as below:
ai , j =
C (Ti , j )
|C (Ti )|
a j ,i =
C (T j ,i )C (T j )
Final Score = (α) ai , j +(1−α) a j ,i w he r e α= 0.5
(4.3)
The above equation gives equal importance to both user’s attention. For example:
Consider user i and j . If user i @mentions j and j doesn’t reciprocal and vice versa.
In this scenario the attention of one of the user is taken into account. If both users had
conversations with each other, then both the users are given equal weights based on the α
value. For my current system, I set α = 0.5. This way social signals from both the users
are equally estimated.
Favorite Score
The favorite rank is computed to rank the friends based on their favorites activity
between the users. When user favorites a tweet posted by his/her friend, the user is
directly letting his/her friend know that he/she is interested in that particular topic and
shares agreement with him/her in that specific topic. This is a form of a social signal
emitted by a user to another user and helps to determine the tie-strength between the
users. Higher the number of times a user favorites a tweet of another user, he/she will
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get higher ranking. I adapt the same computation method of weighted average sum that I
used in the previous ranking method, to compute the favorite rank of the user.Let C (Ti )
be the set of all tweets of user i and C (T j ) be the set of all tweets of user j . And, C (Ti , j )
be the set of all tweets which has favorites of i with j . C (T j ,i ) be the set of all tweets
which has favorites of j with i .Where j is the user who belongs to the list of friends of i .
I compute the favorite score between the users using the equation 4.3
Mutual Friends Score
Mutual friends are the people who are Twitter friends with both you and the person
whose Timeline you’re viewing. If a person i and j follow a same person X , then X is
a mutual friend for both i and j . Mutual friends rank is computed to rank the friends
based on their number of common friends they share in their social network. To find the
similarity measure between two users based on their mutual friends relation, I modeled
it as a set relation problem. Where one set Fi will contain the list of users followed by
user i and the other set F j will contain the list of users followed by user j . I use Jaccard’s
coefficient [41] to compute the mutual friends rank.
Mutual Followers Score
Mutual Followers are the people who are Twitter followers who follow both you and
the person whose Timeline you’re viewing. If a person i and j are followed by a same
person X , then X is a mutual follower to both i and j . Mutual followers rank is com-
puted to rank the friends based on their number of common followers they share in their
network. To find the similarity measure between two users based on their mutual follow-
ers relation, I use the same computation method that I used in the previous ranking, as
this is also a similar set relation problem. Here, one set F Wi will contain the list of users
following user i and the other set F W j will contain the list of users following user j . I
use the same Jaccard’s coefficient [41] to compute the mutual followers rank.
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Common Hashtags Score
Common hashtags rank is computed to rank the friends based on the hashtags that
are shared in common. If two users i and j use same set of hashtags for a particular time
window, then both the users are talking about the same topic. So, more the number of
common hashtags shared by a friend, higher the ranking he/she gets. To compute this, I
first collect the unique set of hashtags used by each users. I then apply Jaccard’s coefficient
[41] to the unique hashtag set Hi and H j of both the user i and his friend j . The final
score is assigned to each of i ′ s friends. Based on this ranking method, each friend gets a
unique scores by which they are ranked w.r.t to the user i .
Reciprocal Score
Reciprocal rank provides arbitrary weights for the users based on their following and
following back terms. In Twitter, user’s can follow anyone who they are interested. This
also means that not all who the user follows are friends. The user might follow his friend
but also follow a topic of his interest like news channel, celebrity etc., To give more
importance to user’s friends over others, the reciprocal rank assigns arbitrary values to
differentiate the user’s followers into friend and not a friend.For the users who follow
back and forth each other will receive an arbitrary score of 1.0 and 0.5 other wise.ϕm = 1.0 : i f u→ v & v→ u
ϕ f = 0.5 : i f u→ v
 (4.4)
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Chapter 5
BINARY CLASSIFICATION
As discussed in the previous chapter, each candidate hashtags have its own set of fea-
tures scores. In order to recommend the top K hashtags, all the feature scores of candi-
date hashtags have to be combined into a single final score. In this scenario, the scores
are independent, continuous and subject to random variation. The range of all feature
scores is normalized so that each feature contributes approximately to the final score. To
approximate the final score we need a statistical model that models the previous obser-
vations. This problem definition falls under the inferential statistics, which are used to
test hypotheses and make estimations based on sample data. Based on the inference and
induction the system should produce reasonable answers when applied to well-defined
situations and that it should be general enough to be applied across a range of situations.
While each hashtags can be thought of as its own class, modeling the problem as a multi-
class classification problem, poses certain challenges.Also, learning and classification will
be a hard problem, as the average size of the class labels are in thousands. To overcome
this challenge and to have a better prediction model, I modeled this problem as a binary
classification problem.
In this case of binary classification problem, my training dataset will be a set of tweets
with hashtags and my test dataset will be set of tweets without hashtags whose hashtag is
to be predicted. I base my binary classification method by learning from a previous set
of query tweets whose ground truth hashtag is known and try to predict the hashtags for
the new set of query tweets whose hashtags are unknown. My training dataset contains
the set of Tweet and Hashtag pair < Ti , H j > which are passed to my system to collect
their candidate tweet set to compute their feature scores. Here the candidate tweet set
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are the tweets from the timeline of the user Ux who posted < Ti , H j > pair. For each
candidate tweet (CT), hashtag (CH) pair < C Ti ,C H j > in the candidate tweet set, the
feature scores are computed w.r.t to the < Ti , H j > as described in the Chapter 3. The
final representation of my training dataset will be a feature matrix containing the features
scores (predictor variables) of all < C Ti ,C H j > pair belonging to each < Ti , H j > pair.
Here all the feature scores are continuous except the class label is categorical. The class
label for each<C Ti ,C H j > pair will be a value of 0 or 1. The class label is 1 if the hashtag
C H j in the candidate set is equal to its hashtag H j of its training tweet, hashtag pair
< Ti , H j > and 0 otherwise. By this approach I transform the nominal classes (hashtags)
to numerical classes.
Some of the functions suitable for learning binary classifiers include decision trees,
Bayesian networks, support vector machines, neural networks, probit regression, and
logistic regression. I started with choosing logistic regression and narrowed down deep
intot he problem.As my contribution is my proposed method and not the learning al-
gorithm, I use logistic regression as my predictor variables are continuous and my class
labels are categorical. I use the prediction probabilities of the logistic regression model
function to rank the candidate hashtags based on their probabilities. Also, Logistic re-
gression deals with this problem by using a logarithmic transformation on the outcome
variable, which allows modeling the non-linear association in a linear way.
5.1 Training
I collect my training dataset of Tweet and Hashtag pair < Ti , H j > from different set
of users. I randomly pick the users through a partial random distribution by navigating
through the trending topics in Twitter, along with a constraint that the user should follow
at most 250 users. For each users, I take the most recent < Ti , H j > pair for training. My
training dataset will include a < Ti , H j > pair which are scaled to its candidate tweet set.
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Here, the candidate tweet set includes the tweets posted by the user and his/her friends.
For each < C Ti ,C H j > pair belonging to each < Ti , H j > pair, the feature scores are
computed to form the feature matrix with the class labels as described before.Following
Table5.1 represents a sample feature matrix
As described in the Table5.1, each row is a representation of a candidate<C Ti ,C H j >
pair represented by its feature scores and class labels. If the ground truth hashtag H j of
< Ti , H j > pair is present in the < C Ti ,C H j > then the particular instance is a positive
sample and if not the instance represents a negative sample. The instances with the class
label 1 are defined as positive samples and the instances with class label 0 are defined as
negative samples.
Attributes Attributes Name Value Range Negative Sample Positive Sample
λ1 Similairty Score 0-1 0.149071 0.080162
λ2 Recency Score 0-1 0.000029 0.992876
λ3 Social Trend Score 0-1 0.670288 0.625012
λ4 Attention Score 0-1 0.005621 0.001636
λ5 Favorite Score 0-1 0.010263 0.014481
λ6 Mutual Friends Score 0-1 0.011414 0.01016
λ7 Mutual Followers Score 0-1 0.005376 0.006768
λ8 Common Hashtags Score 0-1 0.023136 0.010274
λ8 Reciprocal Score 0-1 0.5 1
λ8 Class Label 1 or 0 0 1
Table 5.1: Table Representing the Training Dataset in the Form a Feature Matrix With
its Class Label. Example for Positive and Negative Sample are Listed.
Since the occurrence of ground truth hashtag H j in a candidate < Ti , H j > is very
minimal, I face the problem of imbalanced training dataset due to higher number of neg-
ative samples and lesser number of positive samples for training. In multiple occurrences,
my training dataset has a class distribution of 95% of negative samples and 5% of positive
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Figure 5.1: Training the Model from Tweet With Hashtags to Predict the Hashtags for
Tweets Without Hashtag
samples. Learning the model from an imbalanced dataset will causes very low preci-
sion. To overcome this problem, under sampling and oversampling are proposed as the
possible solutions. Based on the system by [25], I choose using Synthetic Minority Over-
sampling Technique (SMOTE) to resample the imbalanced dataset to a balanced dataset
with 50% of positive samples and 50% of negative samples. As stated by Chawla et.al. in
his paper [25], SMOTE technique does "an over-sampling approach in which the minor-
ity class is over-sampled by creating "synthetic" examples rather than by over-sampling
with replacement. This approach is inspired by a technique that proved successful in
handwritten character recognition [35]. SMOTE generates synthetic examples in a less
application-specific manner, by operating in "feature space" rather than "data space". The
minority class is over-sampled by taking each minority class sample and introducing syn-
thetic examples along the line segments joining any/all of the k minority class nearest
neighbors. Depending upon the amount of over-sampling required, neighbors from the
k nearest neighbors are randomly chosen. In my case, I use the default five nearest neigh-
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bors. For instance, if the amount of over-sampling needed is 200%, only two neighbors
from the five nearest neighbors are chosen and one sample is generated in the direction
of each. Synthetic samples are generated in the following way: Take the difference be-
tween the feature vector (sample) under consideration and its nearest neighbor. Multiply
this difference by a random number between 0 and 1, and add it to the feature vector
under consideration. This causes the selection of a random point along the line segment
between two specific features. This approach effectively forces the decision region of the
minority class to become more general. The synthetic examples cause the classifier to cre-
ate larger and less specific decision rather than smaller and more specific regions" [25].
Also that, the label is no longer guaranteed to be always predicted correctly.
Attributes Attributes Name Test Data Sample
λ1 Similairty Score 0.092247
λ2 Recency Score 0.083333
λ3 Social Trend Score 0.470504
λ4 Attention Score 0.470504
λ5 Favorite Score 0.006098
λ6 Mutual Friends Score 0.008621
λ7 Mutual Followers Score 0.001887
λ8 Common Hashtags Score 0.002621
λ9 Reciprocal Score 0.5
Y Class Label ?
Table 5.2: Test Dataset Representation
I then apply Randomization technique to shuffle the order of instances passed through
the regression model to avoid bias and overfitting. The random number generator is re-
set with the seed value whenever a new set of instances is passed in. After applying the
randomize filter the final balanced training dataset will have the instances in a random
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order. I then, train my logistic regression model with this training dataset to learn the
best fitting sigmoid function as shown in the Figure 5.1 to predict the test data.
5.2 Classification
Attributes Attributes Name Weights
λ1 Similairty Score -2.5535
λ2 Recency Score -6.17
λ3 Social Trend Score -6.0306
λ4 Attention Score -9.0566
λ5 Favorite Score -1.6062
λ6 Mutual Friends Score 8.2656
λ7 Mutual Followers Score -3.192
λ8 Common Hashtags Score -38.4287
λ9 Reciprocal Score -0.4009
Y Intercept 3.1536
Table 5.3: Logistic Regression Model Output
My test dataset includes the input query tweet Qi that was passed into my system,
whose hashtag is unknown. As discussed in the 5.1, my test dataset will be represented in
the same format as my training dataset as a feature matrix with the class labels unknown.
Following Table5.2 shows the sample feature matrix of the test dataset whose class label
is unknown:
I then apply the logistic function, also referred as sigmoid function that was learnt
from the training dataset, to predict the probabilities of the top k most promising hash-
tags. Logistic regression assumes that all data points share the same parameter vector with
the query. Following Table5.3 shows the weights of each feature score that was computed
using the logistic regression model.When I pass my test dataset to my logistic regression
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Figure 5.2: Classification - Predicting the Probabilties for the Canididate Hashtags Be-
longing to the Input Query Tweet. If C H1 is the Most Promising Hashtag for Query
Tweet, It will be Labeled as 1 and 0 Otherwise.
model as shown in Figure 5.2, the logistic function predicts the maximum likelihood
probability for each entry of candidate hashtag. If the predicted probability is greater
than 0.5 then the model labels the hashtag as 1 and 0 otherwise. If a candidate hashtag
is labeled as 1, it means that the particular hashtag is most likely to be suitable hashtag
for Qi . I recommend the top k promising hashtags for Qi by ranking the hashtags that
are labeled as 1 based on their probabilities. The hashtag that has the highest probability
score of being predicted as class label 1 will get higher ranking in the list. In a similar way
I recommend hashtag for all other input query tweets whose hashtags are unknown.
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Chapter 6
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the previous chapters, I focused on a specific approach of my system TweetSense,
which involved recommending hashtags for a tweet based on their tweet content and
user related features modeled through a logistic regression model. In order to prove my
system is general enough to allow other variations for ranking hashtags, I describe a list
of experimental setup that I will be using to evaluate my system. With the experimental
setup, I describe some of the more compelling variations and discuss the relative trade-off
with respect to TweetSense. In the next chapter, I will present the empirical comparison
and evaluation of these variations to TweetSense.
6.1 Precision at N
I evaluate my proposed system by testing my system with a random set of tweets
whose hashtags are deliberately removed for evaluation. So the correctness of my sys-
tem is evaluated based on the presence of the deliberately removed hashtag in the top n
recommended hashtags by my system. Based on this approach there will be only one rele-
vant hashtag present in the candidate hashtag set. So the traditional information retrieval
evaluation metrics such as precision and recall, do not directly account for evaluating the
correctness of my system. In order to evaluate my system on relevance, I rank my system
based on precision at n.So, If r relevant documents have been retrieved at rank n, then
precision at n is r/n.The value of n can be chosen based on an assumption about how
many documents the user will view. In Web search a results page typically contains ten
results, so n = 10 is a natural choice. However, not all users will use the scrollbar and
look at the full top ten list. In a typical setup the user may only see the first five results
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before scrolling, suggesting Precision at 5 as a measure of the initial set seen by users.
It is the document at rank 1 that gets most user attention, because this is the document
that users view first, suggesting the use of Precision at 1 (which is equivalent to Success
at 1).For example: Let’s consider my system is tested with 100 tweets whose hashtags
are deliberately removed for evaluation. Out of 100 tweets, if my system is able to pre-
dict the correct hashtag (in this case the hashtag which was removed from the tweet) for
about 70 tweets at n= 5, then my precison at n=5 is 70/100. This means my system has
70% precision @ n. Also I consider the tweets with only one hashtag for the evaluation.
Tweets with more than one hashtag and the retweets are ignored for evaluation. This is
to make sure there is no bias involved in the evaluation metric. I perform this metric for
different n values ranging from 5, 10, 15 and 20. The precision at each n value is plotted
to determine performance of my system.
6.2 Precision at N on Varying Training Dataset
Currently my system is recommending the hashtags based on the model that I learn
from a training dataset of tweet with hashtags. In order to test whether my system is
general enough to recommend hashtags based on different cases of learning, I wanted
to bring variations to my training dataset. I bring this variation by differing the size of
the tweets, entries for those tweets and the number of users. By varying my training
dataset I wanted to evaluate the precision @ n of my model for a fixed test dataset. In this
experimental setup, I learn my model from a different set of tweet with hashtags ranging
from 1−n. I randomly pick the tweets from a set of users who are chosen from a partially
random distribution. The number of users also varies from 1 to n. Each candidate tweet
and hashtag pair in the training dataset will scale up to its candidate tweet set (timeline).
The candidate tweet set size differs, based on the number of friends of the user and total
number of tweets on their timeline. For example: For a partial randomly chosen set of
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user n = 5, I pick a random set of tweets of size n = 10 for each users for which the
candidate tweet set size differs based on their number of friends and numbers of tweets in
their timeline. I vary the size of n for different cases to create several training dataset for
learning. I then evaluate the accuracy of prediction of my model by using the evaluation
metric that I defined in the previous Section6.1. I then determine if there is an increase
in the precison at all value sof n from 5,10,15,20 for different training cases of the model.
If my model performs better with respect to increase in the size of the training dataset,
then my system is general enough to predict the hashtags based on learning.
6.3 Model Comparison with Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical plot which shows the
performance and accuracy of prediction of a binary classifier. In order to compare the
binary classifier models learnt from different training datasets, I use ROC curve for pre-
diction. ROC curve is plotted on the fraction of true positives (TPR = true positive rate)
versus the false positives (FPR = false positive rate) out of the total actual negatives. The
graph was plotted for different threshold settings. Here, TPR is called a sensitivity or
recall curve. FPR can be calculated by 1- specificity. The notations are computed here:
Sens i t i vi t y =
∑ T r uePos i t i ve
C ond i t i onPos i t i ve
(6.1)
S pec i f i c i t y =
∑ T r ueN e gat i ve
C ond i t i onN e gat i ve
(6.2)
If the probability distributions for detection and false alarm are know, we can plot
the cumulative distribution of the ROC curve from plus infinity to minus infinity. The
ROC curve is plotted having false positives in x-axis and true positives in y-axis. The
value of area under ROC curve measures accuracy of the classifier. The accuracy of the
test depends how well the classifier classifies the true positives and false positives correctly.
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As stated in in unmc article [4], area of 1 represents a perfect test; an area of .5 represents
a worthless test. It says,
• .90-1 = excellent (A)
• .80-.90 = good (B)
• .70-.80 = fair (C)
• .60-.70 = poor (D)
• .50-.60 = fail (F)
As stated before, the area under ROC curve is equal to the probability that a classifier
will rank randomly chosen positive instances higher than a negative instance.
6.4 Feature Scores Comparison Using Odds Ratio
As discussed in Chapter 4, I compute different features scores for my input tweet,
based on its tweet content and user related features. I use these feature scores to form the
feature matrix to learn their weights to combine their feature scores into a single final
score to rank hashtags. In Tweet Sense, I am using nine independant feature scores to
compute the probabilities of the recommended hashtags. Among the nine feature scores
I wanted to find which feature score is contributing the most to the outcome of my final
result set. In order to compare the feature scores, I use odds ratio [57]. As stated by
Szumilas et. al in the paper [57],"Odds ratio is a well-known metric to measure the as-
sociation between an exposure and an outcome. The Odds ratio represents the odds that
an outcome will occur given a particular exposure, compared to the odds of the outcome
occurring in the absence of that exposure. Odds mean the ratio of the probability of
occurrence of an event to that of nonoccurrence. Odds ratio (OR, relative odds) is the
ratio of two odds, the interpretation of the odds ratio may vary according to definition
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of odds and the situation under discussion. The transformation from probability to odds
is a monotonic transformation, meaning the odds increase as the probability increases or
vice versa. The value of OR range from 0 to positive infinity. The OR is useful to de-
termine the strength of association as: OR=1 Exposure does not affect odds of outcome,
OR>1 Exposure associated with higher odds of outcome, OR<1 Exposure associated
with lower odds of outcome. This helps to determine whether a particular exposure is a
risk factor for a particular outcome, and to compare the magnitude of various risk factors
for that outcome" [57].
As stated in UCLA FAQ [17], "by exponentiating the co-efficient, we get the odds ra-
tios, which will say how much the odds increase multiplicatively with a one-unit change
in the independent variable. In my scenario, all my co-efficients are continuous variables.
For continuous variables the odds ratios can be interpreted as odds ratio between indi-
viduals who are identical on the other variables but differ by one unit on the variable of
interest" [17]. For Example: the relation between the coefficient similarity rank λ1 and
its odds ratio is the logarithm of the odds of λ1 over the odds of λ1.
6.5 Ranking Quality
As stated by Herskovic et. al [37],"To compare algorithms, we need quantifiable
evaluation metrics that account for ranking of retrieved results. Recall/precision curves
are a traditional way of comparing entire retrieval process. Recall/precision curves indi-
rectly reflect ranking and, as a result, may hide important differences between algorithms.
Depending on the information need, users may be willing to review varying numbers of
results. Choosing meaningful points in the retrieval pROCess may therefore be diffi-
cult. A natural extension of this idea comes from the field of statistical detection. Zhu
suggests "hit curves", which graph cumulative detections versus number of cases pRO-
Cessed [61]. By analogy, the hit curves for a search pROCess graph cumulative "hits"
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(relevant or important articles) versus position within the result set. Hit curves capture
more information than traditional metrics and allow explicit evaluation of ranking. An
additional benefit is the ability to restrict the result set to a manageable size while still
being able to compare strategies in a standardized fashion. Further, hit curves capture
what the user sees, rather than an abstraction. I adapt the existing evaluation metric Hit
Curves [37] to determine relevance and importance of the ranked results by my system".
For a random set of tweet, I find the position of the relevant document in the result
list. I take the number of counts at each K position of the result list to determine my
systems ranking quality. My ranking quality will be determined higher if most of my
recommended hahstag in the result list are in the top 4 ranking positions. For example:
Lets consider the scenario of recommending top 10 hashtags for a random set of 100
tweets. If 60 out of 100 tweets have their correctly classified hashtag in the position 1 in
the result list and 20 out of 100 tweets have their correctly hashtag at position 2 and so
on. In this case, if the total number of times the correctly classified hashtag occurring in
the ranking position 1 is higher compared to other ranking positions, then the ranking
quality of the system is better
6.6 External Evaluation
In this section, I setup an experiment to evaluate my method TweetSense to an ex-
ternal baseline method proposed by Eva et.al [60]. Baseline approach on recommend-
ing hashtags is based on analyzing tweets similar to the tweet the user currently enters
and deducing a set of hashtag recommendation candidates from these Twitter messages.
They further presented different ranking techniques for these recommendation candi-
dates. They propose four basic ranking methods for the recommendation of hashtags.
These ranking methods are either based on the hashtags themselves (TimeRank, Rec-
CountRank, PopularityRank) or the messages where the tweets are embedded in (Simi-
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larityRank). SimRank ranking method is based on the similarity values of the input tweet
input and the tweets containing the hashtag recommendation candidates CT. The cosine
similarity has to be computed for every term within the input tweet and are used for the
ranking of the recommendation candidates. TimeRank ranking method is considering
the recency of the usage of the hashtag recommendation candidates. RecCountRank the
recommended-count-rank is based on the popularity of hashtags within the hashtag rec-
ommendation candidate set. This basically means that the more similar messages contain
a certain hashtag, the more suitable the hashtag might be. PopRank the popularity-rank
is based on the global popularity of hashtags within the whole underlying data set. As
only a few hashtags are used at a high frequency, it is likely that such a popular hash-
tag matches the tweet entered by the user. Therefore, ranking the overall most popular
hashtags from within the candidate set higher is also a suitable approach for the ranking
of hashtags. Beside these basic ranking algorithms, they propose to use several hybrid
ranking methods which are based on the presented basic ranking algorithms. The com-
bination of two ranking methods is computed by the following formula:
hy b r i d (r 1, r 2) = α ∗ r 1+(1−α) ∗ r 2 (6.3)
where α is the weight coefficient determining the weight of the respective ranking
within the hybrid rank. r1 and r2 are normalized to be in the range of [0,1] and can
therefore be combined to a hybrid rank. Based on their evaluation, they state that the
best results were achieved by combining the similarity of messages and the popularity
of hashtags in the recommendation candidate set. In a benefit of doubt, I evaluate my
system against their all three hybrid ranking method.
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Chapter 7
EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, I present an internal and external evaluation of my proposed approach
TweetSense. I do this by comparing my system with the existing state-of -art system pro-
posed by Eva et al. [60], as well as the variations I discussed in Chapter 5. I start by
describing the dataset used for my experiments in Chapter 7.1. I then discuss my evalua-
tion algorithm in Chapter 7.2, and then present results and discussions that demonstrate
the merits of my approach in Chapter 7.3 and 7.4.
7.1 Dataset
The approach presented in this thesis and its evaluations are based on the underlying
dataset of tweets, which is used to compute the hashtag recommendations. As there are
no large Twitter data sets publicly available, I crawled tweets in order to build up such
dataset. I use the official Twitter API for crawling. In general, a fraction of the twitter
dataset is publicly available through the Twitter Streaming API (Application program-
ming interface) enabling users to access it using certain methods. The Twitter Streaming
API provides three levels of access to tweets namely the "Sprintzer" (which allows crawl-
ing upto 1% of all public tweets), "Gardenhose" (which allows 10% of public tweets)
and "FireHose" (provides access to all public tweets). "Firehose" and "Gardenhose" are
paid; the "Sprintzer" is our preferred method as it is freely available to the public. I use
"Sprintzer" in my case. But crawling Twitter data through Twitter Streaming API has
been constrained significantly by its rate limits. Rate limiting in version 1.1 of the API is
primarily considered on a per-user basis or more accurately described, per access token. If
a method allows for 15 requests per rate limit window, then it allows making 15 requests
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per window per leveraged access token. Rate limits in version 1.1 of the API are divided
into 15-minute intervals. In order to crawl a user’s timeline, the method can only return
up to 3,200 of a user’s most recent Tweets. Crawling friends and followers id for a user
has a limit of 5000 user ids. Also the favorite tweets that can be crawled are limited to
recent 200 tweets per user.
With the above constraints, I crawl my tweets based on a user’s social graph as my
proposed approach is based on the generative model of exploiting the timeline of a user. I
start with choosing a random set of users from a partial random distribution of users who
are involved in the trending hashtags. I randomly pick the users by navigating through the
trending hashtags on a particular time interval. For each partial randomly selected user,
I crawl recent 1500 tweets and further crawl recent 1500 tweets for that particular user’s
friends who he/she is following. Since the tweets crawled to build a user’s social graph is
directly proportional to the number of friends. I randomly choose the user with a specific
constraint that the user should have at most 300 friends. This helps to avoid overhead
in computations. Other than friend’s information, I also crawl the information about
their followers who are following the user. If the user have more than 5000 followers
then not all followers information are captured due to constraints with Twitter API of
getting only 5000 follower ids for a user. By following this approach, I crawled 7,945,253
million tweets for a randomly picked user set of size n=63. Further details about the
characteristics of the dataset can be found in Table7.1. The hashtag distribution is shown
in Figure 7.1
7.2 Evaluation Algorithm
The evaluation of the proposed approach is done via a Leave-one-Out-Test [40]. Such
a Leave-one-Out-Test is a traditional evaluation method for the assessment of the qual-
ity of recommendations. Basically, such an experiment is based on partitioning the test
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Characteristics Value Percentage
Total number of users 63 N/A
Total Tweets Crawled 7,945,253 100%
Tweets with Hashtags 1,883,086 23.70%
Tweets without Hashtags 6,062,167 76.30%
Tweets with exactly one Hashtag 1,322,237 16.64%
Tweets with at least one Hashtag 560,849 7.06%
Total number of Favorite Tweets 716,738 9.02%
Total number of tweets with user @mentions 4,658,659 58.63%
Total number of tweets with Retweets 1,375,194 17.31%
Table 7.1: Characteristics About the Dataset Used for the Experiment
data (in my case the dataset mentioned in section 7.1). In the case of Leave-one-Out,
one single item of the data set is withheld and constitutes the test item whereas the re-
maining entries are used for the computation of the recommendations. Subsequently, the
recommendations are compared to the withheld item in order to evaluate the computed
recommendations. My actual evaluation algorithm is described below:
• Divide the set of users for training and testing
• For each user in test set, randomly pick the tweet with hashtag and deliberately
remove the hashtag for evaluation.
• Use this pre-processed tweet as an input to my system TweetSense.
• Run the system to get the recommended hashtag list.
• Verify if the ground truth hashtag exist in the recommended hahstag list.
• Compute the evaluation metrics such as precison at n and ranking quality as dis-
cussed in section 6.
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Figure 7.1: Hashtags Distribution
The evaluation was done on a RedHat EL6 machine with 8Gb RAM and one Quad-
Core processor. I choose to use a sample size of 1599, i.e., for the evaluation, 1,599
random tweets are considered. I fix my test sample to 1599 tweets for all variation in
evaluation process that I mentioned in section 6.
7.3 Internal Evaluation Of My Method
I evaluate my method based on the experimental setup that I mentioned in Chapter
6. In this evaluation, I assume my tweets are pre-indexed. I make this choice due to
the constraints with Twitter API and limited access to Twitter firehouse. I index all my
tweets in MongoDB database server for retrieval and computation.
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7.3.1 Results of Internal Evaluation For Precision at N
I start with comparing the precision at n at 5,10,15 and 20 of the proposed system.
This helps me to avoid the overhead of crawling the candidate tweet set from the user’s
social graph in real-time. I do the computation on the pre-indexed candidate tweet set to
recommend hashtags. As I can see from the Figure 7.2, my approach gets better precision
as the size of n is increased. For a total sample size of 1599 random tweets with hash-
tags whose hashtags are deliberately removed for evaluation. Total number of tweets for
which the hashtag are correctly recommended by my system are represented in the graph
in terms of percentage. At the value of n = 5, 720/1599 sample tweets are recommended
with the correct hashtags. Similarly this range for 849/1599 at n = 10, 901/1599 at n = 15
and 944/1599 at n = 20. So there is a gradual increase of 15% in the retrieval accuracy
from top 5 to top 20 ranging from 45% to 59% for this particular model. This retrieval
accuracy should increase based on the increase in the size of the training dataset. I test
this hypothesis with an experimental setup in next section.
Figure 7.2: Precision at N for N =5,10,15 and 20 in Terms of Percentage.
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7.3.2 Results of Internal Evaluation Of Precision at N on Varying Training Dataset
Figure 7.3: Precision at N = 5,10,15 and 20 on Varying the Size of the Training Dataset.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, I varied the size of the training dataset to measure the
change in the precision value at each K value. I verify my hypothesis by computing the
precision at n= 5,10,15 and 20. For this experimental setup, I have four different cases
of training dataset for which I vary the size of the user and number of random tweets.
Here, Training Dataset 1 has 222 random tweets with hashtags belonging to 17 random
user, Training Dataset 2 has 142 random tweets from 13 users, Training Dataset 3 has 91
random tweets from 9 users and Training Dataset 4 has 54 random tweets from 3 users.
The results are shown in Figure 7.1. Based on my approach discussed on Chapter 5, my
random set of tweets scales up to their candidate tweet set. So at the phase of training,
my Training Dataset Set 1 will have 10,568,685 instances, Training Dataset Set 2 will
have 1,927,852 instances, Training Dataset Set 3 will have 695,064 instances and Training
Dataset Set 4 will have 643,336 instances for learning. The results are shown in Figure 7.3
As expected, there is an increase in the precision value as I increase the size of my
samples in training dataset. It also proves that the model learnt from a training dataset of
higher sample size provides better accuracy. The comparison of my model learnt from
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different training cases at each value of n shows an increase in the precision consistently.
I currently use the model that I learnt from Training Dataset 1 as my system default.
7.3.3 Results Of Model Comparison with Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve
In addition to the model comparisons that I shown in the previous section, I also
compare the performance of my model based on area under ROC curve as discussed in
the chapter 7.3. I compare my model by fixing my test dataset. My test dataset in this
case includes 70,585 instances. Of which model 1 correctly classified 66,979 instances,
model 2 correctly classified 67235 instances, model 3 correctly classified 65006 instances
and model 4 correctly classified 65002 instances.
Figure 7.4: Model Comparison Based on Area under ROC Curve
As shown in Figure 7.4, the ROC curve for all four models shows that model 1 per-
forms better than the other models with a higher value of Area under ROC = 0.8605.
Comparatively model 2 has ROC value of 0.5957, model 3 has ROC value of 0.4979 and
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model 4 has ROC value of 0.4869. Model 1 has a better area under ROC curve, as it was
leant from higher number of instances over other models. The area under ROC curve of
model 1 would be considered to be "good" at separating correct and incorrect hashtags
for the input query tweet.
7.3.4 Results For Feature Scores Comparison Using Odds Ratio
My proposed approach on ranking hashtags is based on nine independent feature
scores, which are based in the user related, and tweet content related features of the input
query tweet. As my feature scores are used to compute the probabilities for the hashtag.
I measure the association between the feature score and probability outcome using odds
ratio. The odds ratio from TweetSense is shown in Figure 7.5 . Based on the measure that
if the OR < 1, the variables are associated with lower odds of outcome and if OR >1, the
variables are associated with higher odds of outcome.
Figure 7.5: Odds Ratio for TweetSense with All Features
As show in the Figure 7.5, it seems only one feature "Mutual Friends Rank" is con-
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tributing a lot to the odds of outcome compared to others. This also proves my hypoth-
esis on giving importance to social signals over other tweet related features. In order to
verify whether my model’s prediction is based only on a single feature, I ran another
experiment by ignoring the feature "Mutual Friends Rank". In this case as shown in the
Figure 7.6, we can see that the higher odds of outcome goes to another social feature
"Mutual Followers". This shows a correlation between the features. The reason could be
due to feature redundancy.
Figure 7.6: Odds Ratio - Feature Comparison - Without MutualFriend Score
In order to find how much the tweet related features affect the final odds of outcome,
I eliminated the social features such as "Mutual Friend score", "Mutual Follower Score",
"Reciprocal Score" to see how are the outcomes varied. As shown in the figure, Figure 7.7,
we can see the outcomes are affected by the social activity for the user and the similarity
score. All these experiments emphasize the fact that social features that I proposed are
contributing more to he outcome and there is some correlation between features.
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Figure 7.7: Odds Ratio - Feature Comparison - Without Mutual Friend, Mutual Follow-
ers, Reciprocal Score
Figure 7.8: Odds Ratio - Feature Comparison - Only Mutual Friend Score
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Figure 7.9: Feature Score Comparison on Precision @ N with Only Mutual Friend Score
I also ran another experiment to find the performance of my system based only on
the single feature "Mutual Friend Score" as shown in Figure 7.8 that holds the lion share
of the total outcome. As shown in the following figure Figure 7.9 we can see the perfor-
mance of TweetSense is significantly low compared to my original system with all features
and also with the base line system. This experiment also validates the fact that social fea-
tures together with the tweet related features are contributing to the final outcome for
my model.
7.3.5 Results Of Internal Evaluation Based on Ranking Quality
I evaluate the ranking quality for my system based on the position of the relevant
hashtag in the result list as discussed in section 6.5. For the set of results discussed in Sec-
tion 7.3.1, I scale the results in terms of ranking positions for the value of K at 1 to 10. As
show in Figure 7.10, my system shows a higher-ranking accuracy by recommending the
correct hashtags in top 4 positions. I also notice that most of the correctly recommended
hashtags are in ranking position 1 and the next highest at ranking position 2 and so on.
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So for a total sample tweets of n=849, 37.34% of the tweets are recommend with the
correct hashtag at ranking position 1, 19.79% at ranking position 2 and the next highest
11.43% at ranking position 3 and so on. This consistent performance by my system on
top 4 ranking positions proves that my system has a better ranking quality.
Figure 7.10: Ranking Quality for TweetSense
7.4 External Evaluation Of My Method
In this section, I evaluate my method,TweetSense,to an external baseline method pro-
posed by Eva et. al. In order to compare my method to the external baseline, I im-
plemented their system to the best of my understanding on referring to their published
paper works and the code they shared with me which was written in Java. I make sure the
algorithm that I implemented is exactly the same as described in their published paper.
Although one particular hybrid ranking in the baseline method was mentioned perform-
ing better than others, to give them a benefit of doubt I compare my system with their
all three hybrid-ranking methods described in their approach. I base my external evalu-
ation based on the metrics of precision at N as I mentioned in Chapter 6. Further, the
baseline system uses a different dataset for choosing their candidate hashtags. Since their
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algorithm is independent of dataset, I evaluate their system on my dataset providing them
the maximum potential to evaluate their system without any bias.
7.4.1 External Evaluation Of TweetSense Based On Precision at N
I compare the performance of my method over the baseline while assuming all the
tweets are pre-indexed. As shown in Figure 7.11, my system TweetSense achieves more
than 73% higher precision than the current state-of-art model proposed by Eva et. al. At
the value of n = 5, my system was able to recommend correct hashtags for 45% of tweets
compared to the best possible ranking method of the baseline model which could able
to recommend only 30% of tweets with correct hashtags. On an average for different n
values, my system dominates the baseline in all the cases with a significant increase in
precision at n.
Figure 7.11: External Evaluation Againt State-Of-Art System for Precison @ N
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7.5 Discussion
We have seen my system TweetSense achieves higher precision at n and ranking qual-
ity than the current state-of-art. In this section I hypothesize why my method works
better than the baseline that I considered. I believe that recommending hashtags for a
user should be not just be based on tweet related features but also the users previous his-
tory. A user tweets what he/she is interested and what he/she is exposed to in his/her
timeline. Hardly a user would use a hashtag, which he/she has ever seen. For Example:
A user living in UK is hardly to get exposed to a local TV show in Australia. So a better
optimal way to recommend hashtag for that tweet is to look at the user’s history and
interests, rather looking into the global Twitter ecosystem. This way we make a better
choice on selecting the candidate tweet set. Due to the dynamic nature of Twitter, I fall
back to he belief that the most popular user in the social network is most likely to influ-
ence your status updates. Since I try to assess the most influential user in a user’s social
network, I use a statistical model that helps to determine the tie strength between the
users. This model tries to validate the social signals such as mutual friends, followers, re-
cent attentions, recent favorites etc., to determine the influential user. Also I believe that
combining the tweet content related feature with user specific features would provide a
better accuracy over the system that just considers the tweet content related features.
Let me consider a scenario to discuss how my method works in terms of recommend-
ing hashtags based on non-text similarity based feature and completely based on most
influential users. For the following input query tweet "Los presents irrumpen en can-
tos de Gerald en apoya a", which is a non-english tweet whose ground truth hashtag is
"#GoldenBoyLive", I compared the results of my system with baseline. In this case, my
system was able to recommend the correct hashtag at rank position 2. Where as, all three
hybrid-ranking methods of baseline method were failed to recommend hashtag as they
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are highly dependent on the text-similarity based feature.
Further based on my experimental results, I notice that the hashtags belonging to
the tweet with non-text similarity is recommended in the list of top 10 hashtags, which
doesn’t happen with the baseline model, which is completely based on the textual simi-
larity and trendiness. I also notice my system recommends hashtags based on the most
influential friend of the user who is active on a particular time span. I strongly believe
that combining the features based on the social signals emitted by the user along with
tweet content, recency and trendiness using a statistical model helped for the better per-
formance of my system over the baseline. Also my ranking quality is significantly high,
as most percentage of the recommended hahstags are in the top 4 positions in the result
list.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
Twitter and other social networking sites are increasingly used to stay connected with
the friends, tuned to their status updates, having daily chatters, conversations, informa-
tion sharing and news reporting. The popularity and uncurated nature is susceptible to
noise. With a huge social network in Twitter, information overload is a daunting fac-
tor that limits users social engagement and less active online users. But users in Twitter
invented the peculiar conventions of using hashtag as a context or metadata tag for the
tweet. Even though hashtags helps to derive the context for a tweet; they are not well
adapted by Twitter users. So a biggest single factor that would persuade users to get
engaged in their social network is to have a better recommendation system that recom-
mends suitable hashtag for the tweets. This would inturn would increase the online social
engagement. Twitter’s utility grows as one’s network grows; and one’s network grows
the more they interact with others. This in turn would also impact Twitter to maintain
its monthly active online users in its social network.
As there is strong motivation and need for a better hashtag recommendation system,
I propose a method to recommend hashtags based on the tweet content and user specific
related features. I do this by starting with choosing the right candidate set of hashtags
from the users timeline/ social graph based on the generative model of my system. I
then extract the tweet content features such as test similarity, recency of the tweet and
popularity and the social signal of the users such as mutual friends, mutual followers,
recent favorites, recent direct replies, and follower-following relationship. I use a logistic
regression model to union all the features that was extracted to recommend the most
suitable hashtags. Based on the final prediction of my model, I rank the hashtags based
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on their probabilities and recommend the top K most promising hashtags to the user.
My detailed experiments on a large twitter social graph constructed from the Twitter
API shows that my proposed approach is performing better than the current state-of-art
system proposed by Eva et. al. I also do internal evaluation of my system with various
test cases to prove my model is general enough to learn and recommend hashtags for
any input query tweet. Apart from the internal and external evaluation, I also show
which feature score in my system contributing the most to the outcome. I also discuss
the different training cases of learning my model using a partial random distribution
of users. I also explain why I believe considering the user’s timeline and history is a
important approach for my system. And this intuition was later proved right using the
empirical evaluations. I also try to explain why I believe TweetSense is performing better
than other baselines and design choices considered. Thus, I propose a novel hashtag
recommendation system for twitter users that considers the user’s social signals and tweet
content related features that achieves better results than the current state-of-art method
on the same dataset.Furthermore, as users tend to use private and public lists and their
influence towards a friends has more realtion towards the location, considering these
features for recommendation are listed for future works. Taking location into account
would make this system a location aware personalised hashtag recommendation system.
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